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Oven model Scan-Line Solid

mm

A: 303

B: 712

C: 1324

D: 598

H: 1632

Floor to top outlet mm 1107

Energy efficiency class A

Nominal kW 8

Output kW 514

Heats up m2 50220

Weight kg 325

Fuel volume kg 2,1

Combustion chamber width mm 614

Distance to flammable materials 

At the sides mm 

Behind stove mm

550

– 

Distance to furniture mm 1100

Efficiency % 79

Dust measurement  

NS3058 g/kg dry material
2,15

Dust measurement  

Mg/Nm3 13% O
2

27

Air regulationQuality materials Convection top

Options and details There’s more to read on heta.dk

Technical info Scan-Line Solid C Scan-Line Solid C

Become 

trendy 

with  

concrete
Concrete is one of the hottest  

modern materials in your home.  

Now you can also enjoy the beautiful  

raw material on the new, pure style  

stove HETA ScanLine Solid. The ScanLine 

Solid is built in grey concrete, which matches 

the modern housing. If you are fond of col

ours, ScanLine Solid can easily be painted in 

just the colour that fits your home. 

You get a fantastic look at the flames from 

three sides. With a selflocking door on the 

ScanLine Solid, you only need to concentrate 

on firing up and enjoying the heat. 

ScanLine Solid can be placed wherever you 

want, even beside a flammable wall. You can 

use ScanLine Solid as a traditional stove with 

quick heating, and you can take advantage of 

the heat retaining ability, by buying thermal 

stones, that release the heat slowly over 

many hours.

Product data

   Concrete

   Windows on three sides

   Can be placed against 

flammable surfaces
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ScanLine Solid C
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ScanLine 80XL 

ceramic
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Oven model Scan-Line 80 Scan-Line 80XL + B

mm

A: 302

B: 605

C: 1014

D: 585

H: 1217

A: 302

B: 605

C: 1014

D: 585

H: 1793

Floor to top outlet mm 1138 1521

Energy efficiency class A+ A+

Nominal kW 6 6

Output kW 312 312

Heats up m2 30135 30135

Weight kg 266 395 / 387

Fuel volume kg 1,5 1,5

Combustion chamber width 

mm
330 330

Distance to flammable 

materials 

At the sides mm 

Behind stove mm

300

125 

300

125 

Distance to furniture mm 900 900

Efficiency % 81 81

Dust measurement  

NS3058 g/kg dry material
2,61 2,61

Dust measurement  

Mg/Nm3 13% O
2

30 30

Technical info Scan-Line 80 

+ 80XL + 80XL-B

Scan-Line 80 series

Heat 

for 

many 

hours
ScanLine 80 and 80XL gener

ate attention in every home. 

ScanLine 80 and ScanLine 

80XL consist of large solid 

soapstone or ceramic tiles. 

ScanLine 80 and 80XL is 

based on HETA’s popular Scan

Line 800 combustion chamber 

which operates efficiently 

down to 2 kW. 

ScanLine 80XL comes with 

two large heat storage stones. 

Together with the tiles these 

store heat for up to 18 hours 

after the last firing. ScanLine 

80 has the same fine quality 

as 80XL, however it accumu

lates less heat.

Product data

   Generates  

attention

   Modern design 

   Generates heat for 

many hours

   Large ash bucket

   Extra storage room
Pull out door 8 Liter ash bucket Baking oven

Options and details There’s more to read on heta.dk
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Scan-Line 40 + 50 series

Clean 

lines
ScanLine 40 + 50 attracts attention 

with its beautiful strong design. You 

can use ScanLine 40 + 50 as a tradi

tional stove and it will heat a room up 

relatively quickly. Or you can close off 

the convection and use the thermal 

mass principle, allowing the 500 kg of 

soapstone to slowly release the heat 

over many hours.

Product data

   Strong design

   Generates heat  

for many hours

   Perfect combustion

ScanLine 40
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Oven model Scan-Line 40 + 40B Scan-Line 50 + 50B

mm

A: 205

B: 530

C: 916

D: 450

H: 1605

A: 205

B: 530

C: 1431 / 1946

D: 450

H: 2120

Floor to top outlet mm 1054 1054 / 1287

Energy efficiency class A+ A+

Nominal kW 6,1 6,1

Output kW 310 312

Heats up m2 30130 30150

Weight kg 420 541 / 552

Fuel volume kg 1,24 1,24

Combustion chamber width 

mm
340 340

Distance to flammable 

materials 

At the sides mm 

Behind stove mm

350

150 

350

150 

Distance to furniture mm 1000 1000

Efficiency % 83 83

Dust measurement  

NS3058 g/kg dry material
4,57 4,57

Dust measurement  

Mg/Nm3 13% O
2

22 22

Pull out door Baking oven8 Liter ash bucket

Options and details There’s more to read on heta.dk

Technical info Scan-Line 40 + 40B + 50 + 50B
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Scan-Line 10 + 20  

+ 30 series

Two 

in-one 

stove
ScanLine 10 + 20 + 30 com

bine the traditional charac

teristics of the stove and the 

thermal mass stove. You can 

use the stove as a traditional 

stove and it will heat a room 

up relatively quickly. Or you can 

close off the convection and 

use the thermal mass princi

ple, allowing the 450614 kg of 

soapstone to slowly release 

the heat over many hours.

Product data

   Round design

   Generates heat for 

many hours

   Can also be used as 

a traditional stove

ScanLine 30B
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Oven model Scan-Line 10 Scan-Line 20 Scan-Line 30B

mm

A: 264

B: 640

C: 1068

D: 640

H: 1261

A: 264

B: 640

C: 1330

D: 640

H: 1523

A: 264

B: 640

C: 1592

D: 640

H: 1785

Floor to top outlet mm 952 952 952

Energy efficiency class A+ A+ A+

Nominal kW 6,1 6,1 6,1

Output kW 312 312 312

Heats up m2 30120 30130 30150

Weight kg 451 519 614

Fuel volume kg 1,24 1,24 1,24

Combustion chamber width 

mm
340 340 340

Distance to flammable 

materials 

At the sides mm 

Behind stove mm

350

150 

350

150 

350

150 

Distance to furniture mm 1000 1000 1000

Efficiency % 83 83 83

Dust measurement  

NS3058 g/kg dry material
4,57 4,57 4,57

Dust measurement  

Mg/Nm3 13% O
2

22 22 22

Clean combustionAsh bucket Handle Baking oven

Options and details There’s more to read on heta.dk

Technical info Scan-Line 10 + 20 + 20B + 30 + 30B
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Scan-Line Tour

Top-

class 

quality
ScanLine Tour 10 + 20 + 30 

have been designed to draw 

admiring gazes. The exclusive 

combination of the ScanLine 

Compact 500 fire insert and 

the tiles represents topclass 

quality to meet every cus

tomer’s requirements. 

ScanLine Tour 10 + 20 + 30 

is a traditional solution with 

convection air regulation.  

ScanLine Tour 20 + 30 can 

be fitted with extra accesso

ries, e.g. extra heat storage 

in the form of 150 kg of heat 

accumulating stone.

Product data

   Throughout quality 

   Sensational design 

   Generates heat  

for many hours
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Oven model Scan-Line Tour 10 Scan-Line Tour 20 Scan-Line Tour 30

mm

A: 310

B: 620

C: –

D: 620

H: 1380

A: 310

B: 620

C: 1298

D: 620

H: 1684

A: 310

B: 620

C: 1602

D: 620

H: 1988

Floor to top outlet mm 978 978 978

Energy efficiency class A+ A+ A+

Nominal kW 6,1 6,1 6,1

Output kW 312 312 312

Heats up m2 30120 30130 30150

Weight kg 254 292 330

Fuel volume kg 1,24 1,24 1,24

Combustion chamber 

width mm
340 340 340

Distance to flammable 

materials 

At the sides mm 

Behind stove mm

 

350

150 

 

350

150 

 

350

150 

Distance to furniture mm 1000 1000 1000

Efficiency % 83 83 83

Dust measurement  

NS3058 g/kg dry material
4,57 4,57 4,57

Dust measurement  

Mg/Nm3 13% O
2

22 22 22

Ash bucket Black ceramic Handle Clean combustion

Options and details There’s more to read on heta.dk

Technical info Scan-Line Tour 10 + 20 + 30
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Thermal mass stoves

Stay warm for 

many hours
Draw admiring glances while you stay warm! HETA’s ex

clusive thermal mass stoves draw generate attention and 

fulfil all your wishes. You can use the thermal mass stove 

as a traditional stove with quick heating, or you can take 

advantage of the thermal mass stove and let it release the 

heat slowly over many hours.

By having a HETA thermal mass stove in your home you 

also save wood, as our thermal mass stove stores the 

heat for up to 18 hours. Our thermastones are made of a 

special material based on concrete which absorb the heat 

particularly well and release the heat over a longer period.

Comparing therma capacity

There is more on heta.dk

ScanLine 830 without thermastones

ScanLine 830 with thermastones

ScanLine 1000S

ScanLine 800

thermastones
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Therma-stones

ScanLine 820S ScanLine 830S ScanLine 50ScanLine 830S ScanLine 840S

ScanLine 560S
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Sandstone and Blackwood Soapstone 

Ceramic Limestone

Sandstone keeps the 

heat long after the fire 

has gone out. Sand

stone also gives your 

stove character. Sand

stone is available in 

many different colours. 

Some sandstone looks 

like wood with structure 

and grains. 

HETA’s sandstone comes from the Himalaya moun

tains at around the 2900 meters elevation. Sand

stone is a finegrained natural stone tied together 

by quartz sand. The fantastic play of colours in the 

stone comes from compaction through billions of 

years and surface flow. Thus, not two stones are 

equal.

Soapstone looks fasci

nating, but it also stores 

large inner values. Soap

stone keeps the heat 

long after the fire has 

gone out. Soapstone 

releases the heat very 

slowly and consistent to 

the room. After only 23 

fillings the slightly larger soapstone stoves keep the 

room heated for up to 14 hours, so you do not get 

up cold in the morning.  

Soapstone is a 3 billion years old mineral available 

in different hardness and colours. HETA’s soapstone 

is grey, but due to the fantastic play of colours not 

two stones are identical.

Ceramic tiles keep the heat long after the fire has 

gone out. The tiles also give your stove character. 

You can choose among 42 dif

ferent colours. You can combine 

the colours to precisely suit your 

wish and your housing style.

Limestone is a natural 

stone crafted over milli

ons of years. Limestone 

has been used throug

hout the ages, from 

buildings to sculptures 

and now it is available 

on selected HETA stoves 

and pellet stoves.

HETA’s Limestone will give your stove a unique 

appearance, as well as hold the heat from the 

fire, releasing it slowly after the fire has gone out. 

Limestones Travertine like appearance, is stylish and 

timeless, fitting perfectly into your homes design.Ceramic is available for ScanLine 500, ScanLine 800,  

ScanLine Turin, Napoli and Tour.

Surfaces

There is more to read on heta.dk
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Selected  

thermal mass stoves 

Scan-Line 590

Scan-Line 820S Scan-Line Turin

Scan-Line 560

Scan-Line 830S

Scan-Line 1000S

There is more to read on heta.dk
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Made in Denmark
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Baking stoves

Enjoy the smell and the 

heat at the same time 
Your HETA stove can be used for more than just 

generating heat. The smell of freshly baked bread 

is divine, and by using HETA’s modern thermal mass 

stoves and baking stoves you can take advantage of 

the heat and enjoy the smell in your living room. You 

can bake rolls, bread and cakes.

You can also roast a chicken or a steak, make salty 

almonds and bake a pizza in your HETA baking stove 

and stay warm at the same time. A HETA baking 

stove gives you unmatched possibilities and a unique 

food experience stimulating all your senses. Feel the 

heat from the large viewing window of the stove and 

enjoy the dancing flames. Listen to the mesmerising 

sound of burning wood, smell and taste the food. The 

stove’s position as the hub of the room is intensified 

by the senses traveling.
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Are you also crazy  

about different cooking?  

Look forward to  

HETA’s baking stoves.
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Selected  

baking stoves 

Scan-Line 1000B

Scan-Line 40B

Scan-Line 520B

Scan-Line 80XL-B

Scan-Line 820B

Scan-Line 30B

There is more to read on heta.dk
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Bruchetta as a starter
(2 pers.)

1 ea French loaf (wheat)

3 tbsp oil

3 ripe tomatoes

1 large red onion

1/2 pot of basil

How to do

Slice the French loaf, brush with oil and bake 

it in the oven until crumbly. Chop tomatoes 

and red onion finely. Rinse and chop the basil. 

Fold it in a bit of oil. Mix the 3 ingredients and 

place on top of the crumbly French loaf.

Serve immediately.

Inspiration 

Find our favorite dishes at heta.dk
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Made in Denmark
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STOVE

Side windows
 68  Enjoy the flames from all sides 

 69  Selected stoves with side windows
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ScanLine 8 side windows with soapstonetop 

and HETA Automatic Combustion
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Side windows

Enjoy the flames from all sides
HETA’s stoves with side windows give a fantastic 

view of the flames. By having side windows in your 

stove you can enjoy the coziness and the light from 

the flames from all sides, no matter where you are. 

Selected stoves  

with side windows

Scan-Line 820S side windows Scan-Line 850M side windows Scan-Line 800M side windows

Naturally, the beautiful sight is achieved without 

affecting the perfect combustion.

There is more to read on heta.dk
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Made in Denmark
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STOVE

Wall hanging
 72  Hang your stove on the wall 

and save floor space 

 73  Selected wall hanging stoves 
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Wall hanging

Save 

floor 

space

The floating stove brings coolness and coziness into your liv

ing room or kitchen. A wall hanging stove works well in small 

rooms as it does not take up as much room as a traditional 

stove. 

You can place the stove in a suitable height for you so you 

avoid bending down when firing. You can also mount it in 

the exact height that gives you the best view of the flames 

from your favourite chair. HETA’s wall hanging stoves make 

cleaning easy as you can vacuum and wash the floor under 

the stove.

ScanLine 850 wall hanging 

wenge top
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Selected 

wall hanging 

stoves

Scan-Line 850M side windows

Scan-Line 7C

A wall hanging stove works 

well in small rooms as it does 

not take up much room

Makes  

cleaning 

easier
Hang ScanLine 850 on the wall. 

Vacuum cleaning and washing the 

floor around your stove does not get 

any easier. At the same time, you can 

place the stove in exactly the height 

that makes it easy for you to add more 

wood and fire up.

There is more to read on heta.dk
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Made in Denmark


